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Shared Vision: to integrate resources and talent across UC to accelerate research that improves health.
Building a UC Network:

We’ve come far in four short years

- UC BRAID and UC ReX formed
- IRB reliance in clinical research
- Cross-campus metrics & benchmarking
- UC ReX Data Explorer Tool
- UC Center for Accelerated Innovation
- National leadership in NCATS projects
- Cross-UC Recruitment

2010  2011  2012  2013  2014
Developing best practices:

IRB & Contracting Metrics

Established the first mechanism to benchmark actionable metrics data
Supporting multi-center studies:
Improved efficiency in clinical research

Created first UC-wide clinical trials search tool
UC Research eXchange (UC ReX)

Cohort discovery & identification across 12.2M lives

- all female patients
- with rheumatoid arthritis
- since 2010
- age 35-54

Launched first UC Clinical Data Repository
National leadership via NCATS initiative
We’ve reached the 4-year milestone

With some challenges along the way..

Focus

Communication

Self-supporting
This is UC BRAID

A Collaborative Network that

• **leverages** the strength of the UC system to accelerate research that improves health

• **accomplishes** more, more effectively, together than as individuals
Masterminding:  
This is how we work together

• Think and Grow Rich, Napoleon Hill (1937)
• A mastermind group is designed to help you navigate through challenges using the collective intelligence of others.
• Nimble, innovative, think bigger
Accelerating innovation:  
This is how we do it

- Convene innovators: UC CAI
- Develop and transfer local innovations: UC ReX, IRB Reliance
- Enable emerging foci: Child Health
What can we do to get to 2024?
Let’s discuss some opportunities

• How do we apply what we’ve learned?
• How do we leverage what we’ve built?
Opportunities on the horizon

Some starting points for discussion

• Catalyze integration of informatics throughout the UC academic mission

• Expand ReX capability and develop robust data services

• Develop industry partnerships

• Expand UC BRAID as the system-wide network for clinical & translational research
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Questions about UC BRAID?

www.ucbraid.org

or

Contact Rachael Sak, RN, MPH, Director
P: 415-514-8058 | rachael.sak@ucsf.edu